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The firebombing of the Caracas
office of the Young Communist
League of Venezuela is the latest
in a disturbing global series of
violent attacks by fascist forces
against young revolutionaries.

The declaration of Indigenous
Peoples Day by U.S. cities raises

an important question: is this
symbolism or political progress?

Doug Ford was defeated in the
Toronto election, but his brother,

former Mayor Rob, is still on Council.
"Ford Nation" suffered a setback, but
this dangerous far-right phenomenon

may have staying power  .

BC Fed
Greetings

STOP!
the Harper

government's
 attack on free

speech and
civil liberties

- see page 6

Quebec
says

NO
to the

horror of
austerity

- see page 11 -
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By Darrell Rankin

In the Winnipeg civic election
on Oct. 22, working people voted
to shift City Council slightly
towards the left. Left and centre
Council members will find it easier
to win votes at Council meetings.

However, right wing
councillors could still win some
votes demanded by their big
business and developer backers,
such as gutting pensions for 9,000
civic workers as promised by
Mayor-elect Brian Bowman.

Mass action may help block
such votes. The dire economic
condition of working people was
an important factor in creating
increased scrutiny of platforms.

By far the most important
development was the rise of a
significant minority of voters who
understood the need for
fundamental change. They
promise to be an important
influence outside City Hall when
it comes to important issues.

This is reflected in the combined
vote for Robert-Falcon Ouellette
(37,000) and David Sanders
(4,000), or a combined 17.3% of
voters. Both ran for mayor on
policies that stood for working
people regarding taxes, labour and
social policy.

The two largest trends among
candidate platforms were, firstly,
the policies of continuity and
regressive taxation, reflected in NDP
and Liberal-backed campaigns.

The most prominent example
of this was Wasylycia-Leis’
platform of four years of property

Working people losing
trust in Manitoba NDP

By Darrell Rankin, Leader,
Communist Party of
Canada-Manitoba

The remarkably low vote for a
prominent NDP politician in
Winnipeg’s mayoralty race on
October 22 is triggering dissension
within Manitoba Premier Greg
Selinger’s NDP government.

Slight shif t to lef t in W innipeg election

tax hikes, ahead of the historical
rate of wage increases, while
freezing business taxes. Her
campaign was widely
acknowledged to include both
NDP and Liberal party activists.

Secondly, there was the big
business-backed trend, advertising
promises that were vague and
enticing (Bowman and other right
wing candidates). The promises
were intended for the gullible and
uneducated, and helped to hide
reactionary threats such as
attacking pensions.

Today, the main question the
NDP must be grappling with is
how will it win in 18 months
provincially with only 58,000 more
or less solid NDP voters who voted
for Wasylycia-Leis, in contrast to
Bowman’s 112,000?

It is clear that the NDP in
Manitoba requires a fundamental
review to examine why it is losing
the trust of workers. It will be
important to see if such a rethink

happens and how widespread the
self-criticism will be, if it occurs.

Wasylycia-Leis’ called herself
the most fiscally-conservative
candidate. It is not wrong to have a
balanced budget, but too often
social democrats have balanced
budgets on the backs of workers,
not just in Europe, but here (sisters
and brothers, remember Bob Rae!).

Thanks to mayoral candidate
David Sanders, workers were
aware that Winnipeg is facing a
serious fiscal crisis. It is no wonder
people stayed away from
Wasylycia-Leis after her
pronouncement of being fiscally
conservative.

By rejecting the idea she was
the most pro-union candidate,
union supporters began to look for
the best alternative. The Winnipeg
Labour Council endorsed Was-
ylycia-Leis, but it did not seem to
mean much to her. Both Ouellette
and Sanders benefited from her
comment about unions.  ●

The mayoralty result is just
another sign that the NDP is losing
the trust of workers in Manitoba.

Mayoral candidate Judy
Wasylysia-Leis led opinion polls
until four days before the election.
On election night, her vote declined
by 36% compared to the 2011
total. She finished well behind
Tory-affiliated Brian Bowman.
This triggered panic in Selinger’s
cabinet.

It took only a day or two for
several ministers to blame Premier
Selinger for the debacle, notably
his decision in 2013 to increase
the provincial sales tax to 8%.

Normally in such circum-
stances, a working class party
would recognize the need for a
credible self-critical review of its
policies to find out why it is losing
the confidence of working people,
and change course.

But the Premier’s self-criticism
was that he could have better
“unrolled” a provincial sales tax
hike in 2013, not that it was
regressive and unpopular. Five
cabinet ministers who resigned
from his cabinet blamed Selinger’s
unwillingness to listen, a message
echoed in the media.

The shallow, opportunist nature
of the bickering in the Legislature
and media is consigning the NDP
to a heavy defeat at the polls in
2016, if it lasts that long. A far
more profound discussion is
needed.

The fact is that working people
are in dire straits. They are feeling
the effects of years of economic
crisis. Twice since 2008, Manitoba
lost more than 10,000
manufacturing jobs.

They are feeling the effects of
pro-corporate policies by the NDP
and right-wing governments, and
they are displaying resentment.
Sixty-nine per cent of Manitoba
workers live from pay cheque to
pay cheque, far higher than the
52% rate for Canada.

The fact is that the Business
Council of Manitoba proposed the
sales tax hike in 2011, and the
NDP - not just Premier Selinger -
caved in to the idea in 2013.

The fact is that the NDP already
hammered workers with a two-
year “wage pause” for public sector
workers in 2010, a measure eagerly
copied by all municipal
governments and school boards.

Public sector workers lost close
to one billion dollars over the last
four years because wages have not
caught up to inflation. This did not
stop many union activists from
campaigning for the NDP’s re-
election in 2011 (one-third of
delegates to the MFL convention
indicated they helped out).

Wasylysia-Leis’s campaign
was strike three against the NDP.
She enthusiastically campaigned
for annual 3.5% property tax
increases until 2017, well above
historic wage growth, at a time
when resentment was building
against the NDP.

The present debacle makes it
clear that the NDP will never unite
workers to march forward under
banners like regressive taxes, wage
cuts and corporate tax cuts
amounting to more than 1 billion
dollars since 1999.

The NDP’s regressive taxation
model will never create a fairer
society, create job security or blunt
the corporate attack on workers.
NDP taxes and the mistreatment
of public sector workers are part
of the corporate attack.

The NDP will lose trust among
working people until it arrives at
such a conclusion. The discussion
that now prevails in the NDP,
faithfully reported in the bourgeois
press, is limited and opportunist.

A full discussion in the labour
movement about the failings of
the NDP will deepen the
understanding that working people
need an alternative of their own,
that the labour movement cannot
contract-out its political thinking
to the NDP and expect better
economic and social conditions.

Such a discussion will raise the
awareness of working people well
beyond the trade union movement
and help move them into action in
a broad struggle to improve their
conditions and rights. It’s time for
a big wage increase.  ●

Robert-Falcon Ouellette received 37,000 votes.

People’s Voice looks at some
results of the Oct. 27 civic
elections across Ontario

In Toronto, Ward 5 Public
School Trustee Howard Kaplan
was re-elected with 48% of the
vote, cruising to victory ahead of
six contenders on the political right.
Kaplan campaigned against budget
cuts, school closures and land
severances, and for a new needs-
based funding formula to deliver
quality education for students and
tax relief for homeowners and
tenants.

Kaplan’s campaign to pay for
education from provincial general
revenues was well received by
voters who are fed up with rising
taxes and continuing cuts to
programs and staffing in TDSB
schools.

Almost half of the TDSB
Trustees are new, with a majority
on the progressive side. Parents,
students and educators hope this
Board will oppose more budget
cuts, and that bargaining will be
fairer than in 2012 when the
McGuinty Liberals suspended free
collective bargaining and removed
$2 billion from wages and benefits
under Bill 115.

Premier Kathleen Wynne,
herself a former TDSB Trustee
and advocate of a new needs-
based funding formula, has shifted
to provincial bargaining on the
key issues of wages and working
conditions, leaving School Boards
to negotiate local issues only. The
big issues of a new funding
formula and tax reform were
raised by progressive candidates

Different trends in Ontario civic elections
across the province.

In Guelph Juanita Burnett
finished third in a field of six,
supported by CUPE and the local
Labour Council.

In Brampton, Harinderpal
Hundal ran a very strong campaign
with broad community support,
but was out-spent by a slate of
NDP candidates and the provincial
NDP machine, which is trying to
make inroads in the Greater
Toronto area leading into next
year’s federal election.

In Ottawa, Larry Wasslen
campaigned for a City Council
seat in an election mainly about
unrestrained development and the
need for a new financial deal for
cities.

Ford dumped, but...
The Toronto City Council is

virtually unchanged with only one
right-wing incumbent dumped by
voters. The new faces are mainly
right-wingers replacing right-
wingers who stepped down or
retired. Council continues to be
dominated by a right wing
majority, so the lines are drawn for
more budget battles and struggles
against layoffs and privatization
of city services.

Establishment choice John Tory
defeated Doug Ford and NDPer
Olivia Chow for Mayor. Chow’s
uninspired campaign said little on
the big issues like taxation and
municipal finance, and nothing to
indicate that she would fight for
working people.

Doug Ford on the other hand,
played directly to the poor, the

unemployed and the unorganized,
small business, and those of the
edge of financial disaster. He
framed the campaign as a choice
between John Tory as the candidate
of power and privilege, and himself
as the fighter for the underdog, the
common people,  workers. By
focusing on Tory’s background,
and by avoiding public debates in
favour of press conferences, Ford
evaded questions about his record
as a leader of one of the most
vicious right-wing majorities on
Council in decades.

During the last four years, both
Doug and brother Rob Ford
slashed and privatized services,
raised taxes, attempted to close
libraries and homeless shelters,
fired the Board of Toronto
Community Housing, sold off
public housing stock, cut transit
routes and raised fares, laid off
hundreds of municipal employees,

and locked out city workers. But
this record was rarely discussed.
In fact, most of Ford’s
campaigning took place in the
poorest neighbourhoods, where
too many gullible voters sucked
up the lie that Ford would fight for
them.

The media gave Ford a free
pass, dutifully reporting his lies.
When the Ford campaign got
underway in September, Chow was
left in the dust.

John Tory had the massive
financial and political support of
Big Business for almost a year
before election day. Their strategy
was to paint Ford as a danger, and
to convince voters that it was a
two-way race between Ford and
Tory. This resulted in a massive
shift of Liberal votes from Chow
to Tory in the last weeks of the
campaign. Tory won about 40%
of the vote, while Ford finished

with 35%, and Chow only 21%.
But the 35% of Torontonians

who voted for Ford are likely to be
a force in the 2015 federal election,
linking the Ford brothers to Harper
and the Tory Party leadership in
Ontario. Far right “Tea Party”
partisans are coming out of the
woodwork, a dangerous develop-
ment for democracy, and for
labour, civil and social rights.

What’s needed is a strong
labour-led People’s Coalition with
alternatives to mass unemploy-
ment, falling wages and living
standards, mass privatization,
deregulation, and “free trade”.
Working people and the unem-
ployed are desperate for real
solutions and real leadership, by
working class partisans willing to
fight. The consequences of not
acting will be serious indeed, as
the Toronto election so clearly
demonstrated. ●
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Labour Bureau, Communist
Party of British Columbia,
November 2014

The Communist Party of
Canada extends warm greetings to
delegates attending the 56th
Biennial Convention of the BC
Federation of Labour. As your
community’s leading labour
activists, you are certainly aware
of the continuing global economic
crisis. You understand this is a
crisis brought on by the greed of
the 1%. The origins of this greed
are not abstract; they are rooted
inextricably in the capitalist
system.

Karl Marx identified over a
hundred years ago the cyclical
nature of economic crises. An
historical look at the economies of
the developed capitalist countries
since that time bears out his
observations and conclusions. The
present crisis has its roots in the
1970s, when capital was faced with
falling rates of profit from
manufacturing. In response,
capitalists sought out new and
higher sources of profit. In general
terms, this meant a shift of capital
from the manufacturing to the
financial sectors of the economy.

A second attempt to spur profits
was to close plants in the U.S. and
Canada, and to open new branch
plants in the Maquiladora zone or
in the “free economic” zones of
China, Vietnam or wherever labour
costs were cheap. This had the
desired effect on the rate of profit,
but created higher permanent
unemployment in Canada and
British Columbia. This means
tougher competition for jobs and a
harder negotiating climate for
unions, and eventually declining
real wages. A more recent trend is
the expansion of the  “Temporary
Foreign Worker Program”,
designed to increase
unemployment. This is not the fault
of workers who seek employment
to feed themselves and their
families, but of the corporations
and governments which want to
reduce labour costs.

Allegedly to stimulate spending
and boost the economy, significant
tax cuts were carried out for the
wealthy and for corporations, as
well as large-scale bailouts of
banks and corporations facing
bankruptcy. This lowered federal
government revenues, and reduced
transfer payments for education
and health. Having also reduced
taxes, provinces facing deficits
then downloaded expenses to
municipalities, who in turn passed
them on to working people.
Municipal infrastructure and
services suffered because there are
limits to property taxes that people
can pay.

However, there always seems
to be enough money for the military
- F35’s, warships, sending troops
overseas - but not for First Nations
housing or other crucial services
for the poor and marginalized.
There is also corporate welfare;
the IMF reports that annual
subsidies to the oil and gas industry
alone in Canada are over 34 Billion
dollars. (Mitchell Anderson, 15
May 2014, TheTyee.ca.)

Working class
reaction

Over the last few years, mainly
in Europe and Asia, but also in

BC: Capit alism is S till Not W orking

By Peter Marcus,
Vancouver

The Hospital Employees’
Union held its 70th anniversary
biennial convention Nov. 3-7 in
Vancouver, with over 600
delegates attending. Joey
Hartman, president of the
Vancouver and District Labour
Council, Paul Moist, president
of CUPE National to which HEU
is affiliated, John Hancock,
president of CUPE BC, John
Horgan, leader of the BC NDP
and Jim Sinclair, who steps down
this month as president of the
B.C. Federation of Labour, all
brought greetings. The keynote
speaker, Monika Dutt, of
Canadian Doctors for Medicare,
told delegates of the fight against
Dr. Brian Day’s Charter
challenge to the Canadian public
health care system. Dutt
condemned the right-wing attack
on public health care and called
for enhancements to the system,
such as pharmacare.

Delegates passed a resolution
to conduct a campaign against

privatization of public health care,
including the Dr. Brian Day case
in the courts. Another resolution
called to unite public sector unions
in a campaign against cuts and
privatization in the public sector.
A proposal to hold conventions
every three years, instead of two,
was defeated.

A number of social justice
resolutions were passed, in support
of expanded childcare, LGBT
rights to insurance and seniors’
care, a national inquiry into
murdered and missing Aboriginal
women, sex reassignment surgery
and hormone treatment, restoring
funds for women’s programs, legal
aid funding, and safe drinking
water especially in Aboriginal
communities. However, no
resolutions came forward on
international issues. There was
scant mention in the debates or by
guest speakers about war and
peace, global climate change and
international capital.

Victor Elkin was elected
president for a second 2-year term.
and Donisa Bernardo was again
acclaimed  Secretary Treasurer.

Bonnie Pearson is retiring as
Secretary Business Manager, but
was endorsed until a replacement
is found. Irene Lanzinger,
Secretary Treasurer of the BC
Federation of Labour, was
endorsed by HEU in her campaign
for President of that body.

A continuing characteristic of
HEU conventions has been a
major focus on constitutional
amendments. Changes to
structures, rules and regulations
may be necessary from time to
time, but they aren’t the focus of
most other union bodies. Despite
that, the HEU convention had a
progressive social justice tone.
The resolutions on campaigns
hinted of elements of class
struggle, despite the call for
getting behind the NDP as the
only solution, particularly in the
upcoming federal election. There
were lots of “STOP HARPER”
stickers and flags waving all over
the convention hall.

(The author is a retired HEU
member who remains active in
the labour movement, including
as a delegate to the VDLC.) ●

HEU backs campaign against cuts and privatization

Canada and the US through the
“Occupy Movement” and
campaigns to organize fast food
workers and raise the minimum
wage, there has been
major resistance against
cutbacks, corporate
bailouts, and austerity.
The state reaction has
primarily been police and
tear gas.

In many cases these
govern-ments include (or
are even led by) social
democrats or “socialists”
who are complicit with
European Union and
European Central Bank
demands for major “reforms” to
protect the integrity of the
European Union itself. At best,
their goal is only to moderate
capitalism, not to replace it with a
better economic model. They fail
to recognize that the interests of
the bosses are opposed to those of
workers, and that capitalism cannot
be reformed to serve working
people. There is a similar danger
in Canada and in BC, where the
NDP lost the 2013 election after
failing to campaign for a decisive
break with the neoliberal policies
of the Liberals.

Organized labour in BC and
Canada has been slow to organize
a fightback against the corporate/
government onslaught. But there
are signs of change. A new, more
dynamic leadership at the CLC is
opening up the possibility of more
militant participation of labour in
peoples’ struggles. The “Common
Front” in Ontario, and the unity of
the Quebec labour movement
against the Couillard government’s
austerity attack are positive signs
of a new attitude of struggle. The
courageous strike by the BC
Teachers, and the struggle of the
Richmond IKEA workers, are
examples of how to build a united
labour-community fightback in
this province.

The incoming leadership of the
BC Fed needs to seek out partners
to join in such a fightback. The
success of the Teachers in gaining
public support proves that right-
wing governments can be
compelled to back down. Reaching
out to our natural allies - Aboriginal
peoples, students, anti-poverty and
social justice groups,
environmental movements,
seniors, anti-war groups - is the
best way to move this process
forward.

What’ s to be done?
At this convention delegates

should pressure the incoming
leadership to develop labour’s own
program, independent of all
political parties. Such a program
could include the resistance against
austerity, the use of BC resources
for BC jobs, an end to private
public partnerships, stopping and
reversing privatization, and more.

Regardless of who is elected as
President and Secretary-Treasurer,
the delegates determine the
political policy and line of the BC
Federation of Labour. Arming the
Executive Board with strong,
militant working class policies
would enable them to start building
a massive, united peoples
movement, to take back our
province from the corporations; to
protect our environment from the
oil and gas barons; to rebuild our

fishery and to establish large scale
value added manufacturing,
instead of the current policies of
exporting our resources to be

processed elsewhere. Labour is
the essential ingredient in such a
movement, it is the glue that will
hold it together and the engine that
will move it forward.

Mass pressure is needed on all

parties to adopt such policies now
- not when politically expedient.
A real fightback plan cannot be
limited to lobbying. We need

action, from teach-ins to sit-
ins, rallies, marches, pickets,
and strikes.

We also need to ensure
that the labour movement
represents, and fights for,
the entire working class -
not just those with union
cards. It must be activist
oriented, and rooted in
solidarity and struggle, not
business unionism. We need
to discard the mistaken
beliefs that the interests of

workers and bosses can be
reconciled, or that the labour
movement’s role is to help “better
manage” the capitalist system.
Fighting for immediate reforms
that will better the lives of working

people is an important task for
labour and its allies. The struggle
for these reforms must move
beyond the realm of collective
bargaining and become the basis
to unite all workers behind a
political program to bring about
meaningful political change.

What we need is Socialism - a
society in which the value
produced by labour is used by
society rather than expropriated
by corporations and sold for profit.
This of course means democratic
public ownership of banks, major
resources, and producers, and
placing political and economic
power in the hands of working
people.

If you support these ideas,
contact us to find out about joining
the Communist Party, the party of
the working class, which fights for
a socialist Canada! ●

Greetings to the BC Federation
of Labour Convention!

"The courageous strike by the
BC Teachers, and the struggle
of the Richmond IKEA workers,
are examples of how to build a

united labour-community
fightback in this province."

Doing business with the energy
industry has cost British
Columbians about $1.25 billion in
royalty revenues over the last five
years, even before most of the
product has been extracted. The
incentives to the industry were
highlighted by B.C. auditor general
Carol Bellringer in her 2013-2014

summary of the province’s
financial statements.

According to a Vancouver Sun
report, Bellringer also noted how
much money the government made
from selling assets, and how much
it paid in interest on debt
accumulated through public-
private partnerships.

The incentive credits to the
energy sector are designed to
encourage production of oil and
gas, but in effect subsidize
corporations at taxpayer expense.
The industry has accumulated
$1.25 billion in credits, and last
year alone that figure hit $587
million.

“When these producers claim
their incentive credits, that money
will be deducted from the royalties
that they owe, thereby reducing
the amount of money government
will generate,” Bellringer wrote in
her report.

When it came to the sale of
provincial assets, land and
buildings, the government made
$601 million last year, allowing
the government record a $353
million surplus.

The province also paid higher
interest rates, ranging from 4.42%
to 14.79?, on the debt it
accumulated through public-
private partnerships. The interest
rate on taxpayer supported debt
averaged about four per cent. ●

B.C. tax dollars flow to Big Oil
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To achieve climate justice,
phase out capitalism

The UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has issued
a “stark” report, warning that unrestricted use of fossil fuels should be
phased out by 2100 to avoid “severe, pervasive and irreversible”
climate change. The good news from the IPCC is that most of the
world’s electricity could be produced from low-carbon sources by
2050, at a cost far less than the damage caused by inaction.

But while people and even many governments grasp the need to
slash greenhouse gas emissions, the major imperialist powers
remain in the grip of a military-industrial-energy complex which
opposes such radical change. Despite the occasional fine rhetoric of
President Obama, the U.S. and its allies cling to the historical
anachronism known as the private profit system of capitalism.

At the 1992 Earth Summit, Cuba’s Fidel Castro warned that “An
important biological species - humankind - is at risk of disappearing
due to the rapid and progressive elimination of its natural habitat.
We are becoming aware of this problem when it is almost too late
to prevent it. It must be said that consumer societies are chiefly
responsible for this appalling environmental destruction...”

The drive for increased corporate profits is at the heart of
“consumerism”. Putting it bluntly, the big energy and arms
monopolies, and the leaders of the imperialist governments they
support, are not role models or agents of change. They are simply
criminals. Why? Because they defend a capitalist system which will
turn billions of people into desperate, hungry, homeless refugees
within our own lifetimes.

Our world still has the time and resources to turn away from
disaster. But to succeed, the struggle for climate justice must be
combined with economic, social and political justice - with a
socialist alternative based on meeting the needs of people and the
environment, not on the greed of a tiny minority.

No cause for celebration
For a few days this month, we were all stuffed into Mr. Peabody’s

wayback machine, watching bizarre celebrations of the 25th
anniversary of the “fall of the Berlin Wall.” Please forgive us for
trying to pop the balloon of capitalist triumphalism.

First, the destruction of socialism in Europe was accompanied by
a solemn promise that the US and NATO would not expand
eastwards. Yet several of these countries are now NATO members,
as U.S. military bases inch closer to Russia’s borders. War and
fascism are on the march across Ukraine, seventy years after the
Wehrmacht was demolished by the Red Army and heroic partisans.
Spitting on the Canadian soldiers who sacrificed their lives to defeat
Hitler fascism, our Prime Minister praises the ultra-right and pro-
Nazi coup parties in Kiev. In effect, removal of the Anti-Fascist
Protection Wall (to use the German Democratic Republic’s term)
opened the door to 21st century fascism and a new Cold War.

Some will reply: at least the East Germans gained their freedom!
Only if one accepts the narrow definition that freedom means access
to a vast range of expensive consumer goods. In exchange, the
people of the GDR surrendered the gains of socialism: full
employment, housing, free education, health care and child care,
major progress towards gender equality, and much more.

Yes, socialist East Germany also had real shortcomings, in part
due to huge obstacles which limited its successes. But we do smile
at one more “AHA” criticism: the GDR spied on its own citizens!
Here in Canada, our elected government admits that every protest
demonstration and every form of communication is monitored by
the police and security agencies. The difference? In our “free”
country, this is done to help preserve capitalist rule, not to prevent
the restoration of capitalism. Aha, indeed.

In a year that saw the Harper government take Canada to war in Iraq, severely curtail Canadians’
civil and democratic rights, drive down wages and living conditions, and increase privatization,
unemployment and austerity, working people are facing more big struggles ahead.

While the parties on Parliament Hill campaign for Big Business or on a treadmill of never-ending
struggles for basic social and economic rights, the Communist Party is different.

The Communist Party is Canada’s party of Socialism. We fight for working class power and a future
of peace, democracy, equality, sovereignty, full employment, and public ownership of Canada’s
resources and economy. A future where working people are in the driver’s seat.

Another world is possible! And it’s urgent! Help us to win it!
Your tax rebatable donation to the CPC before December 31st, will allow you to collect your tax

rebate when you file your income tax next spring.

Put the Communist Party on Your Holiday Gif t List!

Here’s how it works:
Your donation Your tax rebate Cost to You
$400 $300   $ 100
$300 $225 $ 75
$200 $150 $ 50
$100 $75 $ 25
$ 50 $37.50     $ 12.50

I submit this letter as an Earth
peace activist who, for 75 years, has
promoted the vital concept, Culture of
Peace. The radical reaction by the
Islamic State to this colonization
history points to the reality that the
imperialist colonizing nations still
continue their wrong-headed
devastating wars to advance their
economic self-interests.

To understand the violence,
bloodshed and destruction of the Earth
environment in the Middle East today,
it is helpful to have a look at the
process of colonization as it has been
carried out, first of all, in North
America during the 19th century and,
beyond that, in the Middle East during
the 20th and 21st centuries. The
processes are similar: basically wars
to acquire territory and the natural
resources within. The means to subdue
the local people in the foreign
territories are essentially the same:
military, political, economic,
psychological, diplomatic and
cultural. As we have observed in the
Middle East, NATO actions,
ostensibly to protect the civilian
population, have led to aggressive,
violent regime changes.

European colonization of America
had tragic impacts on the indigenous
peoples. Many of them were victims
of wars of extermination, often
regarded as genocide. The military
followed a “scorched Earth policy,” a
means to deprive the people of their

food sources. The food source, the
American buffaloes, were wantonly
killed for their hides, causing severe
hunger. Tipis and wigwams were
plundered and burned. In some
instances, there was biological
warfare, i.e. distributing disease-
infected blankets to enemy families.
There were horrific massacres of non-
combatants. In the Baker (Marias)
massacre in Montana, in 1870, 170
Blackfeet people were murdered. At
the Wounded Knee massacre in
December,1890, nearly 300 Lakotas
were slaughtered, including many
women and children. Sometimes,
indigenous nations were induced to
fight each other, through divide and
conquer practices. Regime change,
then, led to the cold-blooded murders
of Crazy Horse and Sitting Bull. In
Canada, in 1885, the execution of
Louis Riel, was a form of regime
change.

Trace events in the Middle East
since 1991. It could not be more
obvious that the military aggressions/
invasions have been aimed at gaining
control of the vast petrochemical
resources in predominantly Arabic/
Muslim nations. Carpet bombing and
errant attacks on military targets, have
caused millions of deaths of non-
combatants. The wars of conquest have
turned millions of peace-oriented
people into refugees, who flee from
one nation to another. The destruction
of infrastructure has resulted in

breakdown of electrical, water and
sewage treatment systems. The use of
depleted uranium weapons has taken
a heavy toll, principally, of the
vulnerable children.

Divide and conquer tactics have
caused destabilization of ordinarily
quite stable governments. Puppet
governments that are installed by the
colonizers seldom have the true
interests of the people at heart; they
are more likely busy skimming off
millions of dollars of reconstruction
funds for their own selfish needs. Saudi
Arabia, a nation with a cruel system of
capital punishment, becomes a quiet
accessory to the colonizers’ attacks
on Arabic neighbours. The forming of
“no fly zones” by NATO, to protect
civilian populations, has led finally to
the assassination of Arabic leaders
like Saddam Hussein and Muarnmar
Khadafi.

A book published in 2008, “Winter
Soldier,” includes the testimonies of
hundreds of US military personnel
who refused, at a certain point, to
participate in any more military
adventures in Iraq. They either
became deserters or claimed status
as conscientious objectors to war.

During these wars of
colonization, heads of state have
flagrantly violated the United

Colonization wars: what have we learned?

see LETTERS, p. 11
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By Kimball Cariou

There has been considerable
media attention to a recent decision
by Seattle City Council to support
a proposal from indigenous
activists to rename Columbus Day,
traditionally celebrated as a U.S.
federal holiday on the second
Monday of October. In Seattle and
Minneapolis, this is now
Indigenous Peoples’ Day.

Columbus Day marks the arrival
in the western hemisphere of
Christopher Columbus, the Italian-
born sailor who led a three-ship
expedition across the Atlantic
Ocean in 1492. In the popular
understanding encouraged by
governments and the education
system, this is usually considered
the so-called “discovery of
America”.

In reality, of course, the
“Americas” were first discovered
by the human beings who arrived
in Turtle Island from Asia at least
14,000 years ago, and possibly as
long as 40,000 years. These ancient
travellers are the ancestors of the
indigenous and Aboriginal peoples
who spread throughout the
hemisphere, using sophisticated
skills and knowledge to create
hundreds of societies and
languages. An estimated 70-110
million people lived in this
hemisphere at the time of
Columbus - whose voyage came
hundreds of years after various
other Europeans, such as Nordic
explorers who established
settlements in Newfoundland, and
Portuguese fishing fleets. There is
also credible evidence that some
ships arrived on the west coast
from destinations in east Asia
during the centuries prior to
Columbus.

There is strong justification to
recognize “Italian Heritage Days”,

considering the many con-
tributions by this community. But
the arrival of Columbus marked a
horrifying conquest of the so-
called “New World”. In their
search for gold, silver and other
treasures of the original peoples,
the conquistadores and their fellow
invaders from England, France and
elsewhere conducted a well-
documented and ruthless
slaughter. Plunder, murder and
disease on a shocking scale led to
the extermination of some
indigenous peoples, an overall
population decline of about 80%
by around 1900, and permanent
poverty for most of the survivors.
As Communist Party leader Tim
Buck said from the dock during
his 1931 trial on trumped up
“sedition” charges, the bourgeois
state in Canada was created “first
to enforce the robbers’ will on the
suppressed Indians, and later on
the working class.”

To this day, Aboriginal peoples
in Canada face lower standards of
living, shorter life expectancies,
and sharper repression of their
democratic and civil rights than
the rest of the population.
Renaming a holiday will not
change this oppression.

But it would be simplistic to
view this move from one single
perspective. The struggle for
recognition of the inherent rights
of indigenous peoples has been
gaining momentum for over a
century. This struggle takes place
simultaneously in the political
arena, in the courts, in the realm of
popular culture, and so on. Every
step forward, large or small,
contributes to the overall progress
of this epic campaign.

In this sense, symbolic gestures
can reflect wider social trends. For
example, the name change of the
Strait of Georgia and associated

waterways to “Salish Sea” is a
welcome reminder that those of us
in southwest British Columbia live
in the unceded traditional
territories of the Coast Salish
peoples.

On the Prairies, the defeat of
the Métis Resistance of 1885, and

the brutal hanging of Louis Riel in
a Regina barracks, marked the
beginning of decades during which
the Métis people (including some
of my ancestors) were driven to
the margins of society, living in
extreme poverty and not allowed
to organize or speak out.

This began to change by the
1930s, but the racist legacy of the
Canadian state’s military victory
at Batoche lives on. Decades of
grassroots community organizing
has won important social progress,
and the Métis are recognized by
the Canadian Constitution as one
of the Aboriginal peoples of
Canada.

But the Métis still face stubborn
resistance against even symbolic
moves to recognize our crucial
role in history. Manitoba finally
declared “Louis Riel Day” on the
third Monday in February, which
is the “Family Day” statutory
holiday in some other provinces.
But Riel’s birthday, October 22,
1844, which is highly significant
for the Métis, is still ignored by
mainstream Canadian society. Just
as telling, Métis people and our
allies have rarely succeeded in
having streets, buildings, parks and
other public places named after
our heroes. Riel and his military
commander Gabriel Dumont are
still considered “traitors” for their
armed resistance against the
Canadian state’s theft of Métis
lands, and therefore unfit to be
honoured. So like many others, I
dream of a time when I can
celebrate Louis Riel Day by
walking down Jim Brady Avenue
in Regina, to relax at Gabriel
Dumont Park, looking at statues
of these leaders.

Yes, symbols do matter. The
declaration of Indigenous Peoples
Day in Seattle will not eliminate
the terrible poverty faced by Native
Americans. But this is one more
step along the road to a society in
which the legacy of colonialism is
truly eradicated (though never
forgotten), and in which equality
is a reality rather than a dream.

(An earlier version of this
commentary was published in
Radical Desi magazine.)  ●

Indigenous Peoples’  Day: an import ant symbolic change

Carmen Cheung, Senior
Counsel at the BC Civil Liberties
Association, has reacted strongly
to the federal government’s new
“security” legislation, and
especially to suggestions that
“radical thoughts” expressed
online might be criminalized.

“Rushed and reactionary
lawmaking is unwise,” says
Cheung. “The question that
Canadians should be asking is not
what additional powers govern-
ment needs to protect public safety,
but how existing powers are being
used and whether the existing
criminal law is being properly
enforced... In a free society, there
is no such thing as perfect security.
The prospect of an all-seeing,
always-spying government that
can lock people up merely for their
thoughts, and not their actions is
fundamentally at odds with our
democratic society.”

Cheung also commented on a
report of the Security Intelligence
Review Committee (SIRC, the
independent body responsible for
reviewing CSIS activities) that
identified concerns about how
CSIS is using its existing powers.

“We need to take care that we
are not adding to CSIS’s powers
only as a reflexive response to recent
tragedy, particularly when its own
review body reported that Canada’s
spies have not been properly
accountable for their existing

BCCLA cautions on expanded CSIS powers
powers. SIRC itself reports that it
encountered difficulties in
conducting its review and that in one
investigation, it had been ‘seriously
misled’ by CSIS and that CSIS had
‘violated its duty of candour.’ Last
year the Federal Court of Canada
harshly rebuked CSIS for keeping
the court in the dark about its
operations when applying for
warrants. This is unacceptable.

“And while the government
wants to give our spies more power
overseas and provide blanket
confidentiality for CSIS inform-
ants, SIRC’s report highlights
ongoing concerns with CSIS
intelligence operations outside
Canada. This includes flaws with
how CSIS confirms the value and
reliability of intelligence collected
overseas, which can have a direct
impact on how CSIS investigates
Canadians here at home. Before
we can expand the power of our
spy agencies, Canada’s spies need
to be accountable for the powers
they already have.”

The BCCLA has developed
expertise on national security
issues for over fifty years,
including opposition to the use of
the War Measures Act in 1970,
participation in the Commission
of Inquiry that led to the creation
of CSIS and the end of the RCMP’s
domestic spying role, and sub-
missions to Parliament on anti-
terror legislation following 9/11. ● Image from http://warriorpublications.wordpress.com

Image above and report below about Minneapolis declaration from www.popularresistance.org/
minneapolis-votes-to-change-columbus-day-to-indigenous-peoples-day/

Minneapolis City Council
unanimously voted on April 25,
2014, to approve a resolution to
rename Columbus Day to
Indigenous People’s Day.
Hundreds of American Indians
were at City Hall for the vote.

“It’s been a long time
coming,” commented Clyde
Bellecourt, American Indian
Movement leader after the vote.
“For me, it’s been almost 50

years that we’ve been talking
about this pirate.”

All official City of Minneapolis
communications will now say
“Indigenous People’s Day,”
instead of Columbus Day.

Mayor Betsy Hodges issued
the following statement: “This
act recognizes and celebrates
the native people who still live
on this land. I am honoured to
have signed the resolution this

morning, as I promised I would
during my campaign, recog-
nizing Indigenous Peoples Day
and honouring the history,
culture, and resiliency of the
people who originally inhabited
our country and our city. I am
grateful to the community for
organizing to make this a reality
and am looking forward to the
even stronger relationships we
will build moving forward.”
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Statement of the Central
Executive Committee,
Communist Party of
Canada, October 23, 2014

The Communist Party of
Canada warns against the attempt
by the federal Conservative
government to use the recent events
in Ottawa and St-Jean-sur-
Richelieu as justification to restrict
civil liberties and democratic
freedoms. Even before these
unconnected incidents the
government had been preparing
new so-called “anti-terrorism”
legislation to expand the legal
scope for CSIS and other security
agencies to spy on the activities
and communications of Canadians,
and to allow “disruption” tactics -
a euphemism for the authority to
arrest anyone considered a
potential threat, even those who
have not engaged in any illegal
activity. This chilling legislation
will be brought before Parliament
shortly, perhaps in an even more
draconian form.

Ever since taking office, the
Harper Conservatives have
directed state security agencies to
profile and focus on those they
consider “enemies”, such as
environmentalists opposed to the
expansion of the tarsands and
hydraulic fracking, Aboriginal
movements which resist the
destruction of their traditional
territories by governments and
resource corporations, or groups
CSIS vaguely labels “multi-issue
extremists”. CSIS already operates
beyond the reach of Parliament
and exists to suppress political
dissent. The expansion of police
state powers will accelerate this
drive to label Canadians as
“potential terrorists,” creating a
basis for even more severe police
spying and repression against, the
labour and democratic movements
and grassroots opposition forces.

Defend Civil Liberties and Democratic Freedoms

Communist banner at the May Day 2014 march in Toronto. (Photo: Ed Bil)

Such domestic activists are the
main target of the Conservative
security state agenda, as has been
the case for every federal
government since Confederation.
For nearly 150 years, every attack
on civil rights and democratic
freedoms has been accompanied
by ominous speeches by

politicians, warning of “dire
threats”. This has been a key excuse
for repeated waves of repression,
such as the mass arrests during the
Winnipeg General Strike of 1919,
the trials and internments of
Communist leaders during the
1930s and ’40s, the blacklisting of
thousands of militant labour
activists during the Cold War era,
the mass suppression of
democratic rights during the 1970
October crisis, the mass arrests

during the G-20 Summit in Toronto
and the student protests in Quebec,
the criminalization of Aboriginal
land defender movements, and
many other occasions. Allowing
the “pre-emptive” arrest of
“potential terrorists” would open
the door to police actions against
virtually any movement or

organization critical of
government policies.

This legislation must be
condemned by democratic forces
in Canada, especially trade unions,
Aboriginal peoples, environ-
mentalists, defenders of immigrant
rights, civil liberties groups, and
all those who want to protect the
Charter rights to freedom of
speech, expression and assembly.
Instead of supporting the Harper
government’s repressive agenda,

the opposition parties in
Parliament must also unequi-
vocally oppose the attempt to gag
and silence Canadians.

No clear connection has been
drawn between the homicides in
Quebec and the homicides in
Ottawa, which left two soldiers
and their two attackers dead. Nor

is there any clear evidence of links
with other organized groups. In
fact it seems the perpetrators acted
as individuals.

But these events take place in
the context of the Canadian
government’s enthusiastic
participation in war-making and
militarism as a key partner in the
US-led NATO alliance. The
Communist Party restates our long-
held view that war-making by the
Canadian state - including the

Harper government’s decisions to
take part in the bombing of Islamic
State forces, to back the Israeli
occupation of Palestine, and to
support the far ultra-right coup
regime in Kiev - inevitably become
part of a deadly global spiral of
violence and militarism. The most
aggressive and powerful terrorist
force on our planet has been U.S.
imperialism, which has repeatedly
overthrown governments and
invaded countries which it
considers unfriendly to the interests
of transnational capital. Joining
wars launched by the U.S. will only
exacerbate crises rather than resolve
international problems.

The Communist Party
condemns the efforts to criminalize
dissent, and calls upon the labour
and democratic movements to
defend the rights to free speech
and expression, assembly, privacy,
legal due process and citizenship
protected by the Canadian Charter
of Rights. The Communist Party
particularly condemns the
tendency by the corporate media
and politicians to use inflammatory
rhetoric like “lone wolf terrorists,”
racialize these incidents, and vilify
Muslims and the Islamic faith. We
will strenuously combat all
attempts to victimize or
marginalize any national, ethnic,
religious or political minority or
community in Canada. We call on
all labour, progressive and
democratic forces to defend
democracy and the cause of peace,
and oppose all efforts to eliminate
these rights in the name of “fighting
terrorism”.

The Communist Party demands
an independent foreign policy
based on peace and disarmament,
and calls for full support for mass
protests against participation in
the new war in Iraq and Syria in
cities across Canada on October
25-26 and beyond. We cannot be
silent.  ●

By Stephen Gowans,
October 27, 2014

A story by Eric Lichtblau in
The New York Times of October
26, 2014 (“In Cold War, U.S. spy
agencies used 1,000 Nazis”) raises
the question of how moderate the
United States’ “moderate” allies -
including the so-called “moderate”
Syrian rebels - really are.

Lichtbau’s story concerns
newly declassified documents
showing that the CIA and FBI
employed at least a thousand, and
likely more, Nazis and Nazi-
collaborators as spies and
informants during the Cold War.

What’s striking about the story
is the revelation that Allen Dulles,
at the time head of the CIA,
described Nazis on the US payroll
as “moderates.”

It’s difficult to see how Nazis
could be described as moderates.
But maybe it depends on your
politics. As Victor Kiernan pointed
out in America: The New
Imperialism, Dulles’ sister was so
“overflowing with admiration for
Nazism that she settled in Germany
to bask in its rays.” Perhaps her

Washington’s Moderates - from Nazis to
violent Sunni Muslim fundamentalists

brother felt the same - in which
case, Nazis may indeed have
genuinely appeared to the
country’s chief spy to be
moderates.

Among the “moderate” Nazis
pressed into service by Dulles as
spies, and by FBI director J. Edgar
Hoover as informants, were:
- Ex-Nazi police officials and East
European collaborators who, it is
said, were manifestly guilty of war
crimes.
- Otto von Bolschwing, a top aide
to Adolf Eichmann, who wrote
policy papers on how to terrorize
Jews.
- Aleksandras Lileikis, a
Lithuanian Nazi collaborator who
the US Justice Department’s Nazi-
hunting unit said “was a senior
perpetrator of the Holocaust.”

Hoover dismissed accusations
that his Nazi informants had
committed wartime atrocities as
Soviet propaganda. Syrian leader
Bashar al-Assad’s accusations in
2011 that the uprising in his country
was driven by militant Islamists
with foreign backing was similarly
dismissed by US officials as
propaganda, until the weight of

evidence intervened.
Before Germany declared war

on the United States, Washington

didn’t think the Nazis were so bad.
To the contrary, there was much
the Nazis did that the intertwined
US economic and political elites
admired. Hitler’s forces shut down
trade unions, banned leftist
political parties, jailed
communists, and sought to destroy

the Soviet Union. After the war,
Nazis were recruited to carry on in
pursuit of the same goals,

undermining the USSR and
sabotaging socialism in eastern
Europe.

Similarly, Washington didn’t
think the violent Sunni Muslim
fanatics who sought to overthrow
the secular nationalist government
of Bashar al-Assad were so bad

when the point of their dagger was
directed at the heart of the Syrian
president. It was only when ISIS
threatened to take control of Iraqi
oil fields that they became a threat
to be eliminated. At that point, the
Islamic State’s commitment to a
harsh 18-century Wahhabism-
inspired Islam became intolerable,
though only in the official rhetoric.
The reality is otherwise.
Wahhabism is the official ideology
of Saudi Arabia, a family
dictatorship Washington supports
strongly. The beheading-
practicing, anti-Shia, theological
absolutist monarchy that presides
over much of the Arabian
Peninsula is sometimes described
as “moderate” in Washington.

Observers who closely follow
events in Syria argue that the
“moderate” Syrian rebels are a
myth. In his latest book, The
Jihadis Return: ISIS and the New
Sunni Uprising, veteran Middle
East correspondent Patrick
Cockburn observes that there is
“no dividing wall” between

see "MODERATES" p. 9
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Special to PV

Facing resignations and
protests, the Canadian Bar
Association (CBA) has decided
not to make an intervention at the
Supreme Court of Canada in a
case involving Chevron’s
contamination of the Ecuadorian
rainforest.

In a letter to members, CBA
president Michele Hollins stated
“The [Legislation and Law
Reform] Committee concluded
that while the factum was well-
drafted and of a high standard of
quality, it did not meet the specific
requirements of CBA’s
Intervention Policy... and would
be withdrawn.”

In an interview with teleSUR,
Santiago Escobar, a member of
the Anti Chevron Committee of
Canada, stated “The CBA won’t
admit this but they withdrew
because of the protests they were
facing. They knew that they
couldn’t be seen supporting a
corporation that has negatively
affected the lives of so many
Indigenous people in Ecuador.”

The CBA’s environmental,
aboriginal, and civil litigation
committees had opposed
intervening on behalf of Chevron.
Lawyers in Canada were upset that
the CBA board had authorized a
law firm with ties to Chevron,
Blake Cassels & Graydon LLP, to
submit the brief.

Ecuadorian plaintiffs want to
seize the assets of Chevron
Corporation in Canada in order to
collect a USD $9.5 Million
judgment against the company for
contamination it caused in the Lago
Agrio region. Arguing that courts
in Canada have no jurisdiction in
this case, Chevron has appealed to
the Supreme Court of Canada,
which will hear the case in early

CBA backs away from Chevron Corp.

http://amazonwatch.org/news/2013/1015-chevron-fights-amazon-pollution-verdict-in-us-court

December. Should the Supreme
Court rule against Chevron, the
full judgment could be collected
and paid to the Ecuadorian
plaintiffs.

The Anti-Chevron Canada
Committee has welcomed the CBA
decision to withdraw its
application for intervener status in
the case.

“This is clearly the right
decision and we are indebted to
member lawyers who had the
courage to speak out and uphold
justice,” says a recent Committee
statement. “Through the collective
action of these courageous
lawyers, the forthright
commitment to justice principles
of law students, and the actions of
concerned community members,
the Association was pressured to

do the right thing. Together these
groups proved not only that the
requirements of the Intervention
Policy of the CBA were not met,
but also that corporate law interests
do not come before human rights.

“The acts of Chevron affect us
all. Chevron polluted the Amazon
rainforest, regarded as the world’s
botanical treasure, which contains
unknown pharmaceutical
possibilities and is considered the
lungs of the world. More than 20
percent of the world’s oxygen is
produced here. Chevron
Corporation is operating within one
global entity and therefore, their
corporate social responsibility
should be enforced globally.

“The hundreds of oil wells and
pools of waste left behind by
Chevron Corporation in Ecuador

also continue to negatively affect
the lives and wellbeing of the
Indigenous people living in this

region. By North American
standards this is a public health
crisis of immeasurable proportions:
water that is essential for daily
activities is contaminated and
continues to affect thousands of
people. The high prevalence in rates
of cancer, miscarriages and other
illnesses show that the careless
dumping by Chevron was a violent
act inflicted on innocent people.

“Chevron Canada was created
by Chevron Corp capital and
operates in Canada trading under
the same symbol (CVX) on the
Toronto Stock Exchange. Chevron
operates transnationally, picking
and choosing its countries of
interest, and packing up and
leaving when convenient. Justice
must function equally across and
within national borders.”

The legal case has wide
implications. In the unceded
Wet’suwet’en territory of northern
B.C., for example, Indigenous
people at the Unis’tot’en Camp
are blockading Chevron and other
companies, and many other
communities globally have been
negatively impacted by Chevron’s
practices. ●

Chevron controversy in V ancouver election
Chevron has become an issue in the November 15 municipal
elections in B.C. In recent years, several school districts
allowed Chevron to provide course materials for curriculum
use by students, in exchange for financial contributions to the
cash-starved school boards. But in Vancouver, policies adopted
by the COPE majority during the 2002-05 term sharply restrict
corporate penetration of public schools. An offer by Chevron
to arrange a similar $400,000 deal was rejected by the
Vancouver School Board, in line with existing policy, and
reflecting the widespread distrust of energy monopolies by the
public. During the election, right-wing candidates and media
pundits have bitterly attacked VSB chair Patti Bacchus and
her Vision party trustees for turning down Chevron. Candidates
of Vision and the Public Education Project argue against
taking Chevron’s strings-attached money, and in favour of
strengthening the Board’s standing policies.  ●

By Ricardo Patino, Foreign
Affairs Minister of Ecuador

Ecuador has undergone a
profound social, economic and
political transformation over the
past seven years, prioritizing the
needs and rights of its citizens.

A great moral challenge of the
21st century is to establish people’s
control over the forces that reign
supreme in trade and commerce.
Transnational corporations enjoy
special rights, protections, and
privileges that have led to an
unprecedented level of social and
environmental injustice, particu-
larly in developing countries
without sufficient legal recourse
to defend against corporate power.
A new proposal spearheaded by
Ecuador and South Africa to create
a legally binding instrument to
regulate the human and environ-
mental rights abuses of trans-
national corporations, recently
approved by the UN Human Rights
Council (UNHRC) in Geneva, is
the start of setting things right.

The global proliferation of
Bilateral Investment Protection
Treaties has granted transnational
corporations extensive and ever-
expanding investor rights and
protections at the expense of the
rights of the people and environ-
ment where they operate. Some of
these agreements have enabled

corporations to sue the government
of South Africa for empowering
citizens affected by apartheid, the
government of Germany for
phasing out nuclear energy, and
the governments of Uruguay and
Australia for requiring health
warnings on cigarette packages.

It is detrimental to our nations
that today no international legal
basis requiring multinational
corporations to respect and abide
by human and environmental rights
standards exists. Until now,
businesses had only the voluntary,
non-binding “Guiding Principles
of the United Nations on Business
and Human Rights”, endorsed only
recently by the UNHRC and UN
General Assembly.

The plight of victims of
environmental violence at the
hands of transnational corp-
orations, such as that by Union
Carbide in Bhopal, Shell in the
Niger Delta, and Chevron-Texaco
in Ecuador, demonstrate just how
dangerous this legal gap is. All of
the victims in these cases and others
are still waiting for remedy and
fair compensation.

The massive damage caused by
Texaco in the Lago Agrio area of
the Amazon rainforest is well
known, and is still evident in the
form of ubiquitous black pools of
toxic sludge twenty years after the
oil company formally left our

country. Despite losing a court
case in Ecuador raised by affected
indigenous communities, Chevron
(which acquired Texaco in 2000)
is illegally and illegitimately using
an international arbitration system
to avoid complying with the
judicial sentence in Ecuador.

Chevron’s suit relies on a
Bilateral Investment Treaty
between Ecuador and the US,

which entered into force in 1997.
But Texaco closed its operations
in Ecuador back in 1992, before a
treaty ever existed. Despite this
fact, The Hague arbitration panel,
comprised of three lawyers,
deemed itself competent to review
the matter, and then urged our
government to halt the decision of

the Ecuadorian court, disregarding
that the judiciary is independent
of the executive branch in our
democratic nation.

This is but one example of how
international trade and investment
agreements place transnational
corporations above sovereign
national law, allowing them to use
their money, influence and lobby
groups to escape accountability
for their actions.

The necessity of ensuring legal
protection of investment should
not allow multinational corpora-
tions to abuse entire nations and
their populations. Existing
international courts of arbitration
permit any multinational company
to sue a sovereign state, bypassing
a national court. Studies have
shown how a majority of these
arbitrators side with corporate
interests over the protection and
promotion of human rights, and
universal principles of law.

We propose to fix this unjust
situation with a new legal
instrument approved for
development by the UNHRC in
June. These new regulations would
move the world to a legal
framework that holds transnational
corporations accountable for their
human rights violations. It will
provide legal protections and
effective remedies, as well as
create an important role for civil

society actors in promoting
corporate accountability and in
preventing and mitigating adverse
human rights impacts of
transnational corporations.

Ecuador alone is not going to
change this unfair world order.
But we are taking a first step,
together with South Africa and
many other nations that have
supported our initiative to make
corporations accountable for
abusive actions. Outside the
structure of the United Nations,
we have already advanced in the
creation of an Observatory of the
South on Investments and
Transnationals to monitor
litigations corporations have
against nations and ensure state
sovereignty is respected. This
watchdog effort includes the
participation of Latin American,
Caribbean, Asian, Arab and
African nations.

Citizens of developed countries
will also join forces to support
those of us directly affected by the
misconduct of some mult-
inationals, once they realize that
they are also victims of the
supremacy of capital. Today we
have the collective duty to protect
our people and our environment.
It’s time to reign in the arbitrary
actions of corporate power and
create the conditions for a more
just and respectful world. ●

“Transnational misconduct must end”

Foreign Minister Ricardo Patino
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Global class struggle

Many items in our "Global Class
Struggle" column are from the

Labour S tart website,
www.labourst art.org

Anti-austerity
march in Belgium

Tens of thousands of Belgians
marched through the capital
Brussels on Nov. 6 in the first
mass protest against the new
centre-right government’s
austerity policies. The march is
the first in a series of rallies and
strikes against economic and social
cuts announced by Prime Minister
Charles Michel, who heads a
centre-right coalition that includes
the nationalist New Flemish
Alliance, Christian Democrats, the
liberal Open VLD, and Michel’s
French-speaking liberals.

Protesters waved flares and held
banners as they massed for the
start of the march, while there was
disruption to subway trains, trams
and buses throughout the capital,
where the European Union is
based. Workers and staff at steel
firms, the ports of Antwerp and
Zeebrugge, the post office and in
education also staged work
slowdowns.

“The whole raft of government
measures create a potentially
explosive cocktail,” Marie-Helene
Ska, secretary general of the
leading Belgian union, CSC,
warned. Major strikes are expected
over the next few weeks before a
national general strike on
December 15. The last large
nationwide demonstrations against
austerity were held in February
2013 attracted up to 40,000 people.

The unions as well as the
socialist, green and left parties
oppose a decision to scrap plans
for automatic cost-of-living raises
next year. They also reject plans to
raise the retirement age from 65 to
66 from 2025 and to 67 in 2030.
The new government is also
imposing cost-cutting measures on
the civil service and in the fields of
culture and scientific research.

Unions demand
civilian rule

In a meeting with the military in
the Burkina Faso capital,
Ouagadougou, trade unions
received assurances that the
military does intend to hand over
to a civilian transitional body.
Military officers assumed control
of the country after ex-President
Blaise Compaore’s 27-year reign
was ended by a massive popular
uprising against plans to change
the law so he could remain in
power. At least seven people died
and dozens were injured during
the protests. Burkina Faso’s trade
unions were at the centre of the
popular movement to end
Compaore’s rule, culminating with
a national strike which led to his
Oct. 31 departure to Cote d’Ivoire.

The army officer who seized
power in Burkina Faso was twice
selected to attend counterterrorism
training programs sponsored by
the U.S. government. Lt. Col. Isaac
Zida, the former deputy
commander of the presidential
guard, emerged as the country’s
ruler, at least on an interim basis.
In 2012, Zida attended a counter-
terrorism training course at
MacDill Air Force Base in Florida
that was sponsored by the Defense
Department’s Joint Special
Operations University. That same

year, he attended a five-day
military intelligence course in
Botswana that was financed by the
U.S. government.

The U.S. military has developed
a close relationship with Burkina
Faso, which allows the Pentagon
to operate a secretive Special
Operations base that  conducts
reconnaissance flights across West
Africa.

Indonesia copper
miners walkout

Production is down at Freeport
Indonesia’s Grasberg mine in
Papua as around 1,000 workers

have not showed up for work since
the second week of October. The
walkout comes after a series of
fatal incidents renewed concern
about safety policies. In May 2013,
28 Freeport Indonesia workers
died in a tunnel collapse. In
September 2014, four workers died
after a giant haulage truck collided
with another vehicle (carrying nine
passengers) at the mine.

Indonesia’s Ministry for Energy
and Mineral Resources says the
mining giant is operating at 70
percent capacity due to the
walkout. Previously, the Workers’
Union (SPKEP SPSI) announced
that a one-month strike, involving
3,600 Freeport workers, would be
held starting November 6. This
led to rising copper futures (which
had fallen by almost ten percent in
2014) amid mounting supply
concerns. However, copper futures
fell after the one-month strike was
cancelled when the union and
management of Freeport managed
to reach an agreement to form an
evaluation team to assess the
incidents and company’s safety
regulations.

Freeport Indonesia is a
subsidiary of US-based natural
resources company Freeport
McMoRan Copper & Gold. The
company employs around 24,000
workers at Grasberg, the world’s
largest gold mine and third-largest
copper mine.

Scotiabank job
cuts coming

The Bank of Nova Scotia
Jamaica (Scotiabank) is in
discussions with the Bustamante
Industrial Trade Union (BITU),
which represents its clerical staff,
to discuss plans for a global
restructuring announced by the
bank’s head office in Canada.

BITU president Kavan Gayle,
said the union’s request for a
meeting came after a report in the
Canadian media about a US$451-
million restructuring, including

closures and job losses in the
Caribbean. Other major banks in
the region have also started
restructuring and outsourcing
some services.

“The financial crisis has created
a need for a total rethinking of how
banks operate, and this requires
more transparency,” Gayle said.
“The banks have a responsibility
to consult with the unions when
implementing any form of
restructuring which will affect the
workers, including changes
occurring outside of Jamaica, as
some local jobs are dependent on
overseas operations.”

The restructuring plan
announced by Scotiabank includes
the loss of about 1,000 jobs in
Canada, mainly in mid-office
functions, as well as the Toronto
head office. Another 500 job cuts
will involve branch closures in
Latin America, Mexico and the
Caribbean. The bank employs
87,000 people, more than half of
whom are outside Canada. BNS
plans to close or downsize 120
branches outside Canada, about
10 per cent of its international
branches. Some analysts predict
that jobs may be outsourced to
India, a growing trend in many
white-collar businesses.

Death on the job
in Turkey

At least 14,555 Turkish workers
have died on the job after 12 years
in office for the Justice and
Development Party (AKP), which
was elected in November 2002.

According to a report by the
Worker Health and Occupational
Security Assembly and Turkey’s
Social Security Institution (SGK),
146 workers died in the last 2
months of 2002, followed by an
average of over 1200 per year
since then. At least 160 workers
died on the job in October 2014,
including 27 women, four children
and three immigrants.

While coal mining disasters
have received international news
coverage, the largest numbers of
deaths are in the agriculture and
forestry sectors. The biggest single
cause is traffic or shuttle service
accidents. The report emphasized
road security, after a recent traffic
accident left 18 workers dead in
the central province of Isparta.

“Instead of being proud of
building double lane roads, the
AKP government must improve
the transport security conditions
of workers,” the report said.

Speedup in USA
A hidden side of the economic

recovery in the USA is that
speedups cause more injuries and
dangerous levels of stress. While
18.6 million people remain under-
employed, millions are working
more hours, and more intensely,
than ever. This is especially true in
certain industries, from oil
refineries to retail to publishing,
where federal data shows labour
productivity has risen at double or
more the national rate.

A 2010 survey of people
registered with Monster.com
found that 53 percent of
respondents had taken on
additional duties since the start of
the recession because co-workers

had been laid off, mostly without
any additional compensation. A
report from the Center for
American Progress found that
overwork was a particular problem
among professionals, with over a
quarter of them working more than
fifty hours a week.

But it has become common in
industrial occupations as well.
“When time and a half for overtime
was established by federal law,
that was really a job-creation
measure, so it would cost less to
hire a new worker,” says Mike
Wright, the United Steelworkers’
director of health and safety. “But
starting in the late 1970s, the cost
of benefits exceeded that extra pay
cost, and it became cheaper to
work your existing workers
harder.”

American workers work longer
hours than a generation ago, and
hundreds more per year than in
France or Germany - the equivalent
of six to eight extra weeks a year.
The US tops the Eurozone nations
in productivity by 18 percentage
points. “Every month the Bureau
of Labor Statistics releases its
worker-productivity numbers,
which measure output per labor
hour worked,” says Celeste
Monforton, a former Occupational
Safety and Health Administration
staffer. “Businesses are not hiring
new workers; they’re just
expecting the old workers to work
more, and spitting them out after
they get injured.”

A 2013 survey of its own union
reps by the United Steelworkers,
which represents such blue-collar
industries as oil and steel, found
that production pressures, the
increased pace of work and
increased workloads topped
workplace health concerns. When
the reps were asked to give an
example of a health or safety

problem that had gotten worse over
the past year, understaffing led the
list. The jobless recovery, in other
words, is sustained in part by
aggressively overworking those
with jobs.

Tea workers to
strike in Bengal

The majority of tea garden
unions in north Bengal have
decided to go ahead with their
industry strike, unhappy with the
state’s proposal of a staggered
daily wage hike of Rs 40 (75 cents
Can.) over three years. At a meeting
in Kolkata, state labour minister
Malay Ghatak had appealed to the
unions to withdraw the strikes
which aim to implement a wage
increase promised since last April.

Twenty-three tea unions have
called a two-day industry strike on
November 11 and 12 across north
Bengal. Another 12-hour general
strike has been planned on
November 12 in Darjeeling and
other districts.

The Coordination Committee
of Tea Plantation Workers had
asked for a daily wage of Rs 322
($6 Can.) up from the current
poverty rate of about Rs 95 ($1.75).
The planters had first offered a
hike of Rs 21 (40 cents) phased in
over three years, a proposal the
unions said was “unacceptable”.

Chitta Dey, the convenor of the
Co-ordination Committee of Tea
Plantation Workers, said: “Our
agitation has already begun, and
there will be protests and
demonstrations on every tea estate
in the region. The planters are not
ready to revise wages at an
acceptable rate, while the
government is not saying anything
on fixing a minimum pay for the
tea industry.”
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“America’s supposedly moderate
opposition allies” and al-Qaeda-
linked ISIS and al-Qaeda’s official
franchise in Syria, the Nusra Front
(with which the “moderate” rebels
cooperate.) Others point out that
almost all rebel groups in Syria are
made up of violent Sunni Muslim
fanatics whose aim is to replace
Syria’s secular constitution with a
fundamentalist Sunni Muslim
interpretation of the Koran.

But then, if, in the official
rhetoric of Washington, Nazis are
labelled as moderates when they’re
useful in achieving US foreign
policy goals, it should come as no
surprise that misogynist, sectarian,
head-chopping Sunni extremists
whose aims intersect with the US
foreign policy objective of ousting
Assad’s nationalist government
should be similarly sanitized as
“moderates.”

In Washington, a group or
country’s moderation has nothing
to do with methods, and

everything to do with aims.
Nazism became unacceptable
only when Germany declared war
on the United States. Before that,
and after Germany’s defeat,
Nazism was okay. It opposed the
Soviet Union and the left - a battle
the US elite applauded.

Similarly, violent Sunni Muslim
fundamentalism became
unacceptable only when it
challenged US domination of the
Middle East and the region’s
petroleum resources. As a dagger
directed at a pro-Soviet leftist
government in Afghanistan in the
1980s, against the secular
nationalist government in Libya in
2011, and against the secular
nationalist government in Syria
over the last three years, it’s
tolerated, indeed, encouraged and
built up.

Moderation is in the eye of the
beholder - which speaks volumes
about the politics of a state that
labels Nazis and violent Sunni
Muslim fundamentalists as
moderates. ●

Three years after the Occupy movement put the issue of income
gaps on the political map, the wealthiest members of the planet’s
population just keep getting richer. According to the 2014 Global
Wealth Report, the richest one percent owns $127 trillion, or 48
percent of all the wealth in the world.

In a story published on BillMoyers.com, Paul Buchheit writes that
“global inequality, like global warming, is a disease that may be too
far along to ever be cured. We seem helpless, both in the US and
around the world, to stop the incessant flow of wealth to an elitist
group of people who are simply building on their existing riches. The
increasing rate of their takeaway is the message derived from the
Credit Suisse Global Wealth Databook (GWD).”

In the United States, over the three years from 2011 to 2014, the
bottom half of Americans lost almost half of their share of the nation’s
wealth, dropping from a 2.5 percent share to a 1.3 percent share.

Most of the top half lost ground, too. The 36 million upper middle
class households in the U.S. just above the median (sixth, seventh,
and eighth deciles) dropped from a 13.4 percent share to an 11.9
percent share. Much of their portion went to the richest one percent.

Since the total US wealth adds up to $84 trillion, the three-year
change represents a transfer of wealth of over a trillion dollars from
the bottom half of the population to the richest one percent, and
another trillion dollars from the upper middle class to the one percent.

The bottom half of America, according to GWD, owned $1.5
trillion in 2011. Now their wealth is down to $1.1 trillion. Much of
their wealth is in housing equity, which was depleted by the recession.

The richest Americans, on the other hand, grabbed vast amounts
of wealth, largely by heavily investing in the stock market. Over the
2011-2014 period, the average household in the top one percent (just
over a million households) increased its net worth by about $4.5
million. Much of that gain went to the wealthiest slivers of the
population. The average household in the top 0.1 percent (just over
100,000 households) increased its net worth by about $18 million.
And the average member of the Forbes 400 increased his/her net
worth by about $2 billion.

The world’s total wealth grew from $224 trillion to $263 trillion
in three years. But of that $39 trillion increase, the world’s richest one
percent gained $27 trillion, up to $127 trillion. For every dollar they
possessed just three years ago, they now have a dollar and a quarter.

The report warns that “abnormally high wealth income ratios” may
spark a recession, as high disparity leads to economic friction.

(www.worldwealthreport.com)  ●

By Adrien Welsh, Chair of
the YCL-LJC International
Commission

On October 29, for the 23rd
time, the world rejected the
criminal blockade imposed on
Cuba in 1962. The outcome of the
vote during the session of the
United Nations on this topic
couldn’t have been more clear:
out of the 193 member countries
of the United Nations, 188 voted
in favour of the abolition of the
blockade, and only 2 voted against
the motion (not surprisingly the
US and Israel). Since the first vote
in 1992, a majority of the member
countries have supported this
motion. The change is that the
support has become increasingly
unanimous: in 1992, while only
three countries voted against the
end of the embargo, there were
still 46 countries that abstained.

Despite all this, this criminal
blockade keeps being imposed on
the Cuban people, causing a loss
of over $3.9 billion this year, and
$1.1 trillion since the beginning of
the blockade. As a consequence,
not only can Cuba not trade with
the US, but also it cannot use US
dollars in its international financial
transactions, nor can it access bank
credits from US institutions or their
subsidiaries. Moreover, since
2004, fines to both US-based and
foreign entities who have traded
with Cuba, total over $11 billion.

As the Cuban Minister of
Foreign Affairs, Bruno Rodriguez,
called for a dialogue with the US
to solve the problem, the United
States justified their position in an
evasive way, referring to the “lack
of freedom of speech” in Cuba,
especially concerning restrictions
over the internet.

Lack of freedom of speech,
really? This is quite amusing to

The world denounces illegal US blockade

continued from page 7

"Moderates" backed by US....

hear when we know that the US
has supported all the bloodiest
dictatorships in the region and
around the world. They are behind
the civil wars that have torn the
Latin American continent apart,
whether it be in Guatemala,
Colombia or in El Salvador. They
are the ones who fund narco-
trafficking warlords who terrorize
the Latin American population
even in exile. It is a particularly
pathetic accusation when we know
that the US funds the most
reactionary religious sects that
force more and more people to
live in conditions as backward as
in the Middle Ages, as well as
being an unconditional ally of
Saudi Arabia, which is not what
we could call a good example in
terms of their record on freedom
of speech! In comparison, Cuba
hosts the biggest book fair in Latin
America, and UNESCO’s
headquarters for Latin America
are located in Havana.

But Cuba’s openness to the world
doesn’t end here. Its literacy rate is
considerably higher than every other

country in Latin America. Actually,
with a literacy rate of 99.9%, it is
slightly superior to the US rate
(99%). Cuba’s openness to the world
is not only about culture, but also
about technology. When science in
capitalist countries is determined by
capitalist trusts, in socialist countries
like Cuba, it is aimed to respond to
people’s needs. This is how and
why Cuban scientists have achieved
overwhelming results in finding a
treatment for some cancers.

With a rate of 6.7 doctors per
1000 inhabitants, Cuba has one of
the highest doctor-patient rates in
the world. In comparison, the US
only counts an average of 2.5
doctors for 1000 inhabitants. This
has allowed the small island to
play an active role in the devel-
opment of many countries, without
demanding anything in return,
contrasting sharply to the foreign
policy of capitalist states. For
instance, Cuba was the first country
to send 165 doctors to Africa when
the Ebola crisis started, whereas
the US has used it as a pretext to
send up to 3000 soldiers!

And for Cuba, this is nothing
exceptional: not only are thousands
of doctors permanently deployed
around the world, but also school
teachers, sports coaches, and
plenty of other humanitarian staff.
Cuba played a frontline role during
the last Cholera crisis in Haiti and
its humanitarian workers were sent
to the most remote villages of
Pakistan during the last
earthquake. Even during hurricane
Katrina, Fidel Castro offered
Cuba’s help to the US population,
which was, of course, rejected.
The Bush government wasn’t able
to respond correctly to this crisis,
resulting in over 1830 deaths, with
most of the victims being African
American working-class residents
of New Orleans. Some of the
hurricane’s victims are still
homeless to this day.

We should also recall the role
of the Cuban people in the national
liberation struggle of Angola,
which paved the way for the end of
Apartheid in South Africa, as
Mandela himself recognized.
In addition to that, Cuba has been,
and still is, playing an important
role in the development of third
world countries by opening their
classrooms to their students. This
is why, right now, in Cuba, there is
a significant number of students
from the refugee camps of Western
Sahara and Palestine, as well as
others from the Philippines or
Vietnam, studying in Cuba.

Finally, recall that Cuba does
all this with a GDP that represents
no more than 0.3% of the US’s.

Canada, as we can see, didn’t
oppose the motion, but it is in no
way a sign of any particularly
strong links of friendship between
the two governments. On countless
occasions Harper has qualified the
Cuban government as dictatorial,
but perhaps the most significant
example was Harper’s opposition
to Cuba’s participation in the 2012
Summit of the Americas. Obama
and Harper were the only member
states to oppose their inclusion.
Even the not-so-progressive
president of Colombia, Juan
Manuel Santos, said this exclusion
was based on an “ideological
blockage”.

Harper’s hypocritical positions,
based on safeguarding Canadian
imperialist interests by keeping
good trade relations with Cuba
without losing face with its US ally,
have to be denounced. This is why
campaigns for a genuine solidarity
with Cuba and its anti-imperialist
struggles have to be reinforced in
our country. Also, we should keep
in mind, that the most effective way
would be by reinforcing our own
anti-imperialist struggles. As Che
Guevara once said, “if you want to
help the Cuban Revolution, make
the Revolution in your own
country.”

( h t t p : / / r e b e l y o u t h -
magazine.blogspot.ca)  ●

October 2:  Cuban doctors and health workers unload medicines
and medical material at Freetown's airport in Sierra Leone.

One Percent
just keep
getting
richer

The planned visit to Australia
by two Golden Dawn members of
the European Parliament has fallen
through, at least for now. Golden
Dawn is a neo-fascist party in
Greece that has used the global
financial crisis, and  the European

Union-imposed austerity measures
that have disastrously affected
many Greek people, to become a
significant political force.

The immediate cause for
Golden Dawn postponing its visit
is its parliamentary group’s

impending trial for criminal
charges, including murder,
weapons offences and attacks on
immigrants, left wing activists and
gay people.

The proposed tour generated
fierce opposition and guaranteed
that the Golden Dawn MPs would
have had a torrid reception.
Leaders of the Greek community,
along with the Australian Council
of Trade Unions and a number of
ethnic and religious organ-
isations, called on all Australians
to unite to “demonstrate their
detestation of the message of
hatred and the violent politics
being propagated by groups like
Golden Dawn”.

The media in Australia exposed
Golden Dawn’s use of an
unregistered charity to raise funds
for its operations in Greece. The
group was forced to declare that it
had stopped fund raising in
Australia because of the pressure
of community opposition.

The Communist Party of
Australia actively worked to build
opposition to the Golden Dawn
tour and its presence in Australia.
The CPA Secretariat declared that,
“The Australian people should
never allow our country to become
the breeding ground of violence,
divisions and hatred” or “the
source of financial support for
fascist activities abroad.” ●

(www.cpa.org.au/guardian/
2014/1663/06-golden-dawn.html)

Golden Dawn blocked from Australia
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The Jihadis Return: ISIS
and the new Sunni
uprising, by Patrick
Cockburn, OR Books 2014
[September], 144 pages, no
index, two maps. $US15
pb; $10 e-book. Review by
Doug Meggison

What the right wing
columnists do not tell or analyze,
Patrick Cockburn, Middle East
correspondent for The
Independent [UK] does.

Cockburn has written a
splendid articulate short book
which “... trace[s] the swift rise
of ISIS, the growing anger of the
Sunni community in Iraq, and
the government’s inability to
combat a powerful new
insurgency. In Syria I wanted to
stress that the armed opposition
was now dominated by Jihadi
movements while the moderates,
whom the West is seeking to
boost, have little influence on
the ground.”

Just after the book’s public-
ation, Harper’s Canada joined
the unholy coalition of bombers
who are haphazardly trying to
rationalize war on Iraq III.

The information most
Canadians receive is exemplified
by Postmedia News columnist,
Matthew Fisher, a war monger
who nevertheless provides some
interesting information on
Canada’s crusade in the bombing
of ISIS targets from above 6,000
metres high at night.

On November 4, his

“The Jihadis Return”
Canada’s new war in context

commentary Canadians prowl
Fallujah’s skies stated, “Forcing
Islamic State out of western and
northwestern Iraq and re-
establishing the Iraqi
government’s control there is the
announced goal of Canada and the
coalition.” Savour that - Canada
and the coalition. In fact, every bit
of this is controlled by the US
Central Command, run out of Qatar
and Tampa, Florida.

Fisher continues, “A spring
offensive that will combine
western air power and retrained
Iraqi ground forces is anticipated.”
The six-month Canadian mission
will have to continue longer in
other words.

The murderous aerial bombing
campaign will not work to secure
imperialist/USA objectives
because ISIS, as Cockburn
analyzes, is well dug in, well-
funded and well-motivated after
its spectacular victories that have
taken place under the nose of
western governments and media.

Besides, western objectives are
completely muddled. What of the
Kurds and Kurdistan? Now the
US is supporting Assad in Syria?
Malaki has been removed but can
a Shia government dominate Iraq
again?

Cockburn writes, “In the second
half of 2013 I started to write about
the way in which jihadis were
taking over the Syrian armed
opposition; at the same time there
was mounting evidence that ISIS,
formerly al-Qa’ida in Iraq, was
rapidly increasing in strength. [ ...

] [O]n January 3, 2014 ISIS
moved into Fallujah and the
government proved unable to
recapture it.”

Cockburn pungently observes,
“... on June 10, Mosul fell without
a fight. Every derogatory story I
had ever heard about the Iraqi
army being a financial racket in
which commanders bought their
posts in order to grow rich on
kickbacks and embezzlement
turned out to be true. The ordinary
soldiers may have run away in
Mosul, but not as quickly as their
generals, who turned up in
civilian clothes in Erbil, the
Kurdish capital.”

Significant battle hardened
Iraqi military, excluded by the
post-2003 governments, are part
of ISIS now, Cockburn writes. It
is impossible to create new
“retrained Iraqi ground forces.”

Patrick Cockburn concludes,
“It had become apparent over the
previous year that ISIS was run
with a chilling blend of
ideological fanaticism and
military efficiency. Its campaign
to take northern and western Iraq
was expertly planned, choosing
soft targets and avoiding well
defended positions, or, as ISIS
put it, moving “like a serpent
through the rocks.”

Events in the Middle East are
moving fast. The Jihadis Return
will not be outdated for a while,
but Cockburn’s latest views can
be found online in the London
Review of Books and The
Independent. ●

By Rob Gowland, The
Guardian, weekly  of the
Communist Party of Australia

The October Revolution was
not in any way an isolated event. It
was at all times part of a continuum,
part of a process. Its origins can be
traced back to the ferment of ideas
thrown up by the American and
French Bourgeois Revolutions. In
the decades that followed those
two signal events, there were more
uprisings and revolts, notably in
France and Britain in the 1830s.

In 1831, a strike by iron workers
in Merthyr Tydfil, against
redundancies, rising prices and
bailiffs, led to several thousand
workers demonstrating and - for
the first time in Britain - marching
behind the Red Flag.

In 1848, there was revolution
all over Europe. Meanwhile,
imperialism was not sitting idle
either. Britain and Russia fought a
war in the Crimea for control of
the Black Sea and Russia’s
lucrative trade in raw materials.

A few years later, and the
capitalist North of the USA fought
a major war with the comfortably
feudal South, because the relations
of production in the slave-owning
South were holding back the
economic development of the
whole country.

All around the world, capitalism
was entering its imperialist phase,
when the opportunities for
investing profits at home were no
longer sufficient, requiring surplus
capital to be sent abroad - exported
- if it was to be invested.

The colonial possessions that
the Great Powers had seized all
over the “undeveloped” world in
the previous 200 years now
assumed even greater importance:
as sources of raw materials for the
colonial powers’ industries and as
markets for the products of those
industries.

However, Germany and
Austria-Hungary were short of
colonies while Britain and France,
the two largest colonial empires,
were disinclined to share. In 1905,
Japan attempted to establish an
eastern empire by seizing part of
Russia’s Siberian possessions. The
Tsar’s government sent a large
fleet from the Baltic and the Black
Sea half way round the world to
engage the Japanese at Port Arthur.
Ill-led and ill-equipped, the Tsar’s
navy suffered a devastating defeat.

Shock at the magnitude of the
defeat and the loss of life sparked

The October Revolution was p art of a process
a revolution within the Russian
Empire. It was mostly short-lived,
however - except in the South
where Stalin managed to maintain
a resistance against the Tsarist
regime for the next two years.

During the period of imperial
expansion, its outspoken opponent
the socialist movement also grew.
The socialist or social-democratic
parties, all of which claimed in
one form or another to follow the
teachings of Marx, were grouped
in the Second International. They
were vehement in their expressed
opposition to war for capitalist
profits.

Nevertheless, as the empires
took sides in readiness for a war to
redistribute the world’s colonies
and markets, the various European
socialist parties were found
wanting. When war ultimately
broke out, most of these
supposedly socialist parties
abandoned their previous positions
and joined in the chorus of patriotic
shouting, enthusiastically voting
war credits for their various
imperialist governments.

Only two parties held out:
Lenin’s Bolsheviks in Russia and
Karl Liebknecht’s Spartacus
League in Germany. Lenin was so
disgusted by the ideological
betrayal by the leaders of the
various social-democratic parties
that he declared that in future he
would no longer identify himself
as a social-democrat but instead
would be known as a Communist.

The Great War destroyed a
generation and reached all parts of
the globe. Popular opposition to a
war for markets manifested itself
very early, in the famous - and
spontaneous - Christmas Truce.
Later it was seen in the frequent
mutinies among French troops on
the Western Front and the repeated
defeats in Australia of attempts to
introduce conscription.

But only the Bolsheviks
seriously undertook to try to turn
the war from an imperialist war
into a war against imperialism. By
1917, the disasters that had befallen
the hapless armies of the Tsar and
his aristocratic generals, combined
with the timely and well-organised
propaganda of the Reds had made
mass opposition to the war into a
tangible, even potent, force.

Soldiers’ committees were
springing up every where; troops
were deserting the front in droves
and heading either home to their
farms or to Petrograd to demand
that something be done to end the

war. The ruling class tried
compromise and lies, ditching the
Tsar and installing a capitalist
government, telling the people that
everything would be all right now
that they had “democracy”.

The Bolsheviks saw through
this ruse and the ruling class then
tried to crush them. Lenin had to
go into hiding. However, the
revolutionary process continued
to develop and by November
(October in the old calendar) Lenin
judged that it was now or never.
The Provisional Government, still
intent on fighting the war against
Germany, was arrested and the
workers took control of Petrograd.

The Revolution quickly spread
to other Russian cities and towns.
Unlike in Petrograd, where it had
been largely bloodless, the
revolution in Moscow was hard
fought and bloody.

The Revolution also spread
quickly to other countries. During
1918, it broke out in Germany and
Hungary. The Kaiser fled to
Holland, the emperor Franz Josef
was deposed. The German troops
occupying parts of Russia tied red
ribbons to their caps, slung their
rifles over their shoulders with the
barrels pointing to the ground and
began heading home. In Hungary,
the Communist Bela Kun
established the Republic of
Councils [i.e. Soviets], and in
France mutinies mushroomed.

A badly frightened imperialism,
anxious to have loyal troops to
send against “the scourge of

Starting as a popular rebellion against unjust and deplorable
working and living conditions, the Merthyr Tydfil rising of 1831
in Wales quickly grew into an armed insurrection. The “rioters”
bathed their flag in calf’s blood to create a symbol of common
suffering and of equality of humankind, to be raised together
with a loaf of bread. This was the first time the red flag of
revolution was flown in Britain. It took a week for the forces of
the Crown to quell the rising. see REVOLUTION, p. 11
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The Fifth of the Month to Free ALL the Five

Join in the worldwide action on the 5th day of each month! Write
to President Obama and demand that he Free the Cuban Five:

E-mail: president@whitehouse.gov
On the web: http://www.whitehouse.gov/contact
Phone 1-202-456-1111     Fax 1-202-456-2461
Telegram: President Barack Obama, The White House,

1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW, Washington, DC 2500, USA

For more information, see http://thecuban5.org or
www.canadiannetworkoncuba.ca

People's Voice deadlines
December 1-31 issue: Thursday, Nov. 20

January 1-31 issue: Thursday, Jan. 8

Send submissions to PV Editorial Office,
706 Clark Drive, Vancouver, V5L 3J1

<pvoice@telus.net>

Saturday, Nov. 29
6 pm, Meridian Hall

4306 Victoria Drive (at 27th)

Great food, music and speakers
Celebrate the Great October Socialist

Revolution and the UN International Day
of Solidarity with Palestine

Sponsored by the Centre for Socialist Education,
706 Clark Drive, Vancouver

Tickets $20 (or $10 unemployed)
For information, ph. 604-254-9836.

  Vancouver, BC
La Trova Nuestra,  evening of
Latin American music,
admission $10, 8 pm, Friday,
Nov. 28, Centre for Socialist
Education, 706 Clark Drive.
Revolution Banquet,  Sat.,
November 29, 6 pm, annual
event sponsored by Centre for
Socialist Education, at Meridian
Hall, 4306 Victoria Drive (@
27th). Tickets $20 ($10 unem-
ployed), ph. 604-254-9836.
Left Film Night,  7 pm, Sunday,
Nov. 30, Centre for Socialist
Education, 706 Clark Drive.
Next film Nov. 30. Ph. 604-255-
2041 for details.

  Edmonton, AB
Iraq and Syria: the Machin-
ations of Imperialism,  public
meeting about imperialist war
in the Middle East, Monday,
Nov. 17, 7:30 pm, Room UTC-
07, HI-Edmonton, 10647-81
Ave. Sponsored by Edmonton
Club CPC.

  Winnipeg, MB
The condition of the working
class in Manitoba, dinner &
discussion at North End
Socialist Centre, Sat, Nov. 22,
5 pm, 387 Selkirk Ave. $10 or
pay what you can. RSVP
required; limited space. Info:
586-7824.

Stop the Cuts! Public student
assembly, Wed., November 26,
1-3 pm, 306 Tier, University of
Manitoba.

  Toronto, ON
Outlook Magazine Fund-
raiser Brunch , Canada’s
Progressive Jewish magazine
celebrates 51st year of
publishing, Sunday, Nov. 30,
11 am, Winchevsky Centre, 585
Cranbrooke Ave. Judy Rebick
and Rick Salutin will discuss
“The Future of the Progressive
Media”. Reservations required,
call Bea Levis (416-767-8296)
or Barbara Blaser (416-398-
3405). Tickets $25 if reserved
before Nov. 23, $30 at door.

Vancouver's
Annual

Revolution
Banquet

Bolshevism”, moved abruptly to stop the world war. A hasty armistice
was agreed to so that troops could be freed to crush the revolutions in
Hungary, Germany and Russia. All three were invaded, but Russia -
helped by its sheer size - was able to hold out and eventually defeat the
Intervention.

But it was already too late for imperialism. The genie of revolution
was out of the bottle. The power of the people had been demonstrated
as never before. Soon, a new society was being successfully tried out.

Imperialism has ever since been trying to convince us that socialism
failed. It did not. The fact that the Revolution succeeded and Socialism
succeeded is why imperialism is at such pains to convince the world’s
people that both failed.

For the imperialists know that socialism is the future. ●

REVOLUTION... from page 10

PV Montreal Bureau

Labour, student and social
movements are trying to shake the
earth again across Quebec, as mass
protests have hit the streets
rejecting the new Couillard Liberal
provincial austerity agenda.

Tens of thousands of people
came together on Halloween in
many cities and towns. The largest
demonstration was in Montreal
with between 40,000 and 50,000
protesters. Dressed in colourful
costumes, large numbers of
students filled the streets. Students
have often been in the front lines
of the movement and a total of
82,000 students also walked out
of classes on a one-day strike.

The day of action was the latest
in a series of mobilizations that
began this summer, after the
provincial election, and was the
largest popular mobilization in
Quebec since the student protest of
2012. Demonstrations have
continued in dozens of cities into
November, with a mass rally of
over 10,000 workers and parents
opposing rate increases for day care
the following weekend in Montreal.

“The government justifies its
fiscal policy by citing the interests
of future generations but now it is
destroying the social safety net
from which these generations
could benefit,” said Veronique
Laflamme, co-spokesperson for
the Coalition Main Rouge (the
“Red Hand” coalition) which
called the Halloween action.

The Coalition has been
organizing broad opposition to
cutbacks, privatizations, and other
attacks on workers at the provincial
and municipal level. The three
main trade union centrals -
including over 100 firefighters -
all participated on October 31st.

The Red Hand Coalition
includes over 80 labour, student
and community organizations. It
together some years before the
Quebec Spring of 2012, and helped
link that fight for access to
education with the Charest-Liberal
austerity agenda.

Public sector unions in Quebec
have also agreed to form a new

Common Front for the 2015
negotiations. In the past, this united
tactic of labour has been at the
core major social mobilizations.
And, since the late summer, a
coalition of municipal labour
groups has formed to demand free
collective bargaining about their
pensions, instead of the unilateral
theft of pension funds the Liberals
are imposing through Bill 3.

But Bill 3 is just one of several
pieces to the austerity agenda
imposed by the Couillard Liberals.

Quebec’s universal rate of $7.35
per day child care - by far the most
affordable in Canada - will be
replaced by an income-based price
model. While the rate increase is
said to touch less than half of the
province’s families who are the
wealthiest, critics say there is no
need to create a two-tier system.
Nor do they believe the
government promise that it won’t
quickly re-adjust the user-pay
levels to affect everyone, now that
this fee has been introduced.

Quebec’s daycare programme
is well-known for increasing
women’s participation in the
workforce (to the point that these
new women workers pay sufficient
increased tax revenue to fully fund
the programme) as well as
benefiting poor children, and
helping single parents especially.

“Today the increase affects
families earning $75,000 a year,
but who will it effect next year?”
Francoise David, spokesperson for

the left party Québec Solidaire, said
in a release. The cuts also will also
layoff daycare workers, eliminate
proposed funding and reduce access
to new spaces in the future.

In many ways the cuts will
particularly hit women who both
predominate as workers in the
service sectors, and will be
especially hurt by changes in
family social programmes,
increasing inequality.

Adding up to $3.2 billion, the
cuts have also attacked health care,
the community clinics (CLSC
system), as well as other public
services and social programmes,
and will privatize Quebec’s public
liquor stores. This is all being done
under the Liberal’s mantra of “Zero
Deficit.”

Behind the slogan, what is
becoming clear is the Couillard
Liberal’s agenda: destruction of
the principle of universality in the
Quebec social welfare system.

Speaking to People’s Voice,
Pierre Fontaine, leader of the Parti
Communiste du Quebec, said that
the Liberal attack has serious
implications not just for Quebec,
but the whole of Canada. “The
Red Hand coalition is calling for a
different direction, at the centre of
which is progressive taxation - and
especially increasing corporate
taxes - and have long made similar
proposals.”

More action is planned for the
winter, and the students have
launched the website
Printemps2015.org. Labour is
planning continued work-place
actions and disruptions into
December. Clarté, the newspaper
of the Parti Communiste du Quebec,
will cover these actions in a new
winter issue exposing the class
danger of the attack on universality.

“A key question is how the trade
union movement will respond, and
in our view their initial steps are
very much the right direction -
there needs to be much more
mobilization and united action,”
Fontaine said. “There is no doubt
that austerity, as the protesters said
on Oct 31st, is truly a horror story
- a social emergency.”

At the end of the Oct 31 rally,
protesters chanted outside the private
Club sélect 357c, exposed as the
base for an old-boys network linking
provincial and civic politicians with
big investors and the Mafia - and
benefiting from P3 privatization.
While the route was published in
newspapers, the demonstration was
declared illegal by the police. The
organizers, refusing to respect the
P6 bylaw, did not report this
information directly to the police.
But no dispersal was ordered, the
police simply followed the river of
protestors in the streets and did
nothing more. ●

Scene from the Oct. 31 demonstration in Montreal

Mass protest s renewed in Quebec

Nations Charter (for peace). It’s past time to abandon the Culture of War
and to embrace the Culture of Peace.

Roy L. Piepenburg, World Citizen - Free Spirit, Edmonton, AB
Hon. Senator, Indian (indigenous) Association of Alberta, June, l986
Recipient of the VANA (Veterans Against Nuclear Arms) Peace Award,
1997

LETTERS... from page 4
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Every issue of  PEOPLE’S VOICE

gives you  the latest on the
fightback from coast to coast.
Whether it’ s the struggle to defeat
the HarperT ories ,  resist ance to
social cut s, solidarity with Cuba
or workers’ struggles around the
world, we’ve got the news the
corporate media won’t print.

And we do more than that–we
report and analyze event s from a
revolutionary perspective, helping
to build the movement s for justice
and equality , and eventually for a
socialist Canada. Read the p aper
that fight s for working people– on
every p age—in every issue! 14/19

By Drew Garvie, General
Secretary, YCL-LJC of
Canada

In late October, the World
Federation of Democratic Youth,
a global anti-imperialist federation
of youth organizations founded
after the fascist defeat in Europe in
1945, issued two statements
condemning fascist violence in
both Venezuela and Yugoslavia.
These attacks had occurred in the
preceding weeks.

In the early morning hours of
October 21st in Caracas, members
of the Communist Youth of
Venezuela (JCV) were finishing
their work at their central offices.
Several firebombs were launched
at the building and a fire was started
in their meeting room. Fortunately
no comrades were injured in the
attack and the fire was
extinguished.

The JCV Executive Committee
released a statement context-
ualizing the attack against them:
“This deed occurs within the
framework of violence imposed
by fascism since February of this
year carried out by mercenaries
and paramilitaries serving the
extreme, pro-imperialist right.”
This references an upsurge in right-
wing protests that took place from
February through June, which led
to the deaths of 43 people. Most
recently, Robert Serra, the
youngest parliamentarian elected
in Venezuelan history, and a
member of VenezuelaÆs Socialist
Party (PSUV), was murdered with
Colombian paramilitaries being
implicated.

The World Federation of
Democratic Youth (WFDY) con-
demned the “terrorist and fascist
attack against JCV at the same
time that it calls for international
solidarity with the people of
Venezuela”. The Communist Party
of Venezuela and the President of
Venezuela, Nicolas Maduro, both
immediately condemned the
attack. Maduro called on all
political forces of Venezuela to
join him and offer solidarity. The
objective of these attacks, “was to
bring our country into an
atmosphere of confrontations and
hatred that leads to chaos”, said

How we
see it...

Attacks on young communist s:
examples of growing fascist threat

President Maduro.
The attack on the JCV offices

were accompanied by more
disturbing events in Europe, also
taking place this October. Several
activists of the League of
Communist Yugoslav Youth
(SKOJ) and the New Communist
Party of Yugoslavia (NKPJ) were
physically assaulted in Belgrade
and Novi Sad.

One of the targets was
Aleksander Djenic, the General
Secretary of SKOJ, who has played

an important role in student
protests against the European
Union’s “Bologna reforms”, which
have attacked their education
system. Two members of the neo-
fascist group “Serb Action”
attacked Djenic in Belgrade. The
police arrived almost immediately
and promptly arrested Djenic for
his actions in self-defence.

On October 11th, a fascist gang
attacked students at the Faculty of
Philosophy in Novi Sad, including
a SKOJ activist. Simultaneously,
elsewhere in Novi Sad, another
SKOJ activist was attacked.

The NKPJ and the SKOJ
responded with a statement saying

that these were not isolated
incidents, “but a clearly orches-
trated campaign, with the goal of
intimidating and threatening the
lives” of their members. In contrast
to the state’s response to the
violence in Venezuela, the SKOJ
has had to demand that police stop
being complicit in fascist violence:
“What is worrying, immoral and
hypocritical is that members of
neo-fascist organizations are
treated by authorities as victims.”

The WFDY called for action
against the violence and expressed
“solidarity with SKOJ and to the
comrade Aleksandar Djenic, and
[WFDY] also supports NKPJ and
SKOJ in their demand for the
dismissal of the charges against
comrade Aleksandar Djenic...The
World Federation of Democratic
Youth condemns all the aggressive
attacks of clerical ultra right-
wingers against NKPJ and SKOJ
members, and understands that the
attacks have to do with ideological
and political beliefs.”

In addition to the events in
Serbia, on October 23rd, comrades
from the Young Communist
Movement of France (MJCF) were
also the victims of an attack by an
ultra-right group in the city of Aix-
En-Provence, near Marseille. The
young communists were
organizing a film night when
approximately 15 individuals from
the ultra-right group “Action
Francaise” entered and physically

attacked the crowd. Action
Francaise, is an old organization
known for its monarchist and ultra-
right, racist, xenophobic and
religious positions. One of their
slogans during the attack was
“down with the republic” and in
1934, while admirers of Hitler and
Mussolini, they tried to reinstate
the monarchy.

Since the election of Francois
Hollande, France has witnessed
an increase in the ultra-right’s
activity. The Social Democratic
government of Hollande has
imposed harsh austerity measures
that even the traditional right would
have trouble enacting. With the
failure of Social Democracy to act
with the people resisting the
austerity assault of the French and
EU capitalists, the road is paved
for the ultra-right to spread its
toxic message, depicting all
political parties as the same,
promoting xenophobia, violence,
anti-communism and anti-
unionism. But fascism, behind its
populist rhetoric, plays the role of
supporting the capitalist system
by shifting the burden of the crisis
onto the shoulders of the working
people by force, while eliminating
democratic rights.

Fascism is even better
established in Eastern Europe,
especially in countries where
counterrevolutionary forces won
victories in the 1990s, such as in
the case mentioned above in
Serbia. In many of these countries,
attacks on the communist move-
ment have even been led by the
government. Hungary, Lithuania,
and Moldova have all banned or
attempted to ban Communist
symbols such as the hammer and
sickle or the red star in recent
years. The most recent case is the
attempted ban on the Communist
Party of Ukraine by the extreme
nationalist, NATO backed, coup
government in that country. We
should also remember the ban on
the KSM, the Communist youth
of the Czech Republic in 2006
which was defeated by popular
mobilization, including the

WFDY’s international solidarity
campaign. It is not a coincidence
that Ukraine and the Czech
Republic are two countries in
Eastern Europe that have a
relatively strong communist
movement, and as such were
targeted.

The rise of European fascism
and the imperialist backed violence
in Latin America are not
disconnected. These events even
have an expression right here in
Canada. The Young Communist
League of Canada at its Central
Committee meeting this July, made
note of the global right’s drive to
rejuvenate anti-communism as a
weapon to be used in the context
of the current economic and
environmental crises of capitalism.
The violence and rhetoric aimed
at communist and progressive
forces “aims to reinforce the myth
that `there is no alternative’ to
capitalism.” Referencing Prime
Minister Harper’s anti-communist
tirade at a fundraiser dinner for a
“monument to the victims of
communism” in May of this year,
the YCL-LJC wrote: “far from
being pro-democratic, anti-
communism is also a smoke screen
used to create the political
conditions for accelerating Tory
attacks on the trade union
movement and democratic rights
and freedoms in Canada.”

Harper’s appeals to anti-
communism, and in the past couple
of weeks against “homegrown
terrorism”, not only opens the door
to more surveillance and repres-
sion from the state, it also gives
fascist groups more room to
manoeuvre. As the Tory
government promotes Islamo-
phobia, xenophobia and fear
mongering against “eco-terrorists”,
“multi-issue extremists” and
“Communists”, the ultra-right
benefits. Here in Canada we need
to keep a close eye on anti-
communism and fascism abroad,
stand in solidarity with those
resisting around the world, and
make sure fascism is unable to
consolidate here. ●

Aleksander Djenic, Secretary of the SKOJ, is facing criminal
charges for defending himself from a fascist attack

The JVC Caracas office after the October 21 fire-bombing.
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